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THE SAME APPLIES TO BRICK-AND-MORTAR. WHEN 
YOU ARE ABLE TO MEASURE BEHAVIOURAL PATTERNS 
IN GREAT DETAIL AND IN REAL TIME, YOU ARE ABLE TO 
TEST AND SELECT THE THINGS THAT WORK BEST. 

Let’s face it. Counting the mere num-
ber of people entering a store does 
not meet the requirements for the 
analytics of brick-and-mortar retail of 
today.

Online shopping has surged because 
e-commerce sites have collected 
detailed data on consumers’ brows-
ing habits for more than a decade. 
Furthermore, they have been able to 
optimise the shopping experience to 
the finest detail - even to the point 
of personalising the shopping experi-
ence in real time as returning cus-
tomers click in.

This applies to store layouts,  
merchandising, shopper marketing, 
staffing and services, marketing 
campaigns, window displays, in-store 
advertising, you name it. The data 
can also be used as the basis for 
personalised shopper engagement in 
real time.

Quite obviously, door counters are 
no longer up to the challenge at 
hand. Door counters fail in

 Ҍ analysing entire visits throughout 
the entire store,

 Ҍ tracking repeat visits and loyalty 
patterns,

 Ҍ being specific enough to sepa-
rate product categories,

 Ҍ providing real-time analytics, and
 Ҍ In connecting with other retail 
data.

NEW TECHNOLOGY FOR 
BEHAVIOURAL ANALYTICS

Many new technologies have 
emerged to compensate these 
deficiencies. Of these, Wi-Fi seems 
to be one of the most versatile, 
and also most widely adopted by 
retailers. At Walkbase, we’ve worked 
with multiple technologies including 
Wi-Fi, iBeacons and door counters, 
on hundreds of implementations with 
the world’s leading retail chains. 
And most importantly, we have eval-
uated every available technology and 
method in order to produce the best 
possible online-matching customer 
behaviour analytics from physical 
stores -- with cost-efficiency and 
easy deployability in mind.

BEYOND DOOR  
COUNTERS 01
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As Wi-Fi analytics continues to hold 
its position as the #1 alternative for 
door counters, we wanted to bring 
together our entire practice-generat-
ed knowledge about the advantages 
of Wi-Fi vs. other technologies. In 
this guide we will discuss how to 
implement Wi-Fi analytics robustly, 
what the dos and don’ts are, and 
which factors should be taken into 
account when thinking of implement-
ing Wi-Fi analytics in retail stores. 

READ FURTHER TO  
UNDERSTAND

 Ҍ Why do retailers need to go 
beyond door counting and POS 
data in order to understand cus-
tomer behaviour in retail stores, 
just like online stores?

 Ҍ How does Wi-Fi compare to oth-
er sources of in-store data?

 Ҍ What are the critical things to 
consider when evaluating alter-
natives and choosing the best 
Wi-Fi analytics solution for your 
needs?
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Retail store analytics is rarely about 
tracking a particular customer and 
studying her in-store path inch-by-
inch. Instead, it’s about identifying 
common patterns, understanding 
changes in those patterns, and de-
signing, testing and optimising store 
operations and marketing efforts 
accordingly.

CONVERSION, CONVERSION, 
CONVERSION

Conversion analysis is fundamental 
to measuring retail performance.  
It’s not just about the ratio of trans-
actions per visits but dozens of more 
specific conversion points, such 
as passers-by to visitors, visits to 
engaged visits, fitting room to tills, 
frozen to dairy, and so on.  
For customers opted in for location 
services, all of the above can be 
directly linked to transactional data 
from the POS.

WHY IS IT PROFITABLE  
TO ANALYSE CUSTOMER  
BEHAVIOUR AND  
PATTERNS?

02

ULTIMATELY, IT’S ALL ABOUT BEING IN CONTROL 
OF EVERY ASPECT OF THE RETAIL STORE AND 
IMPROVING SALES AND PROFITABILITY BASED 
ON PRECISE, REAL-TIME INFORMATION.

DID NEW SERVICE CONCEPT IMPROVE  
FITTING ROOM TO TILL CONVERSION?
A major fashion department store wanted 
to evaluate how changes in their fitting 
room service concept and staffing would 
affect store performance.

Arguably, fitting is a decisive point in the 
purchase path for fashion items, but it’s 
difficult to analyse its impact from existing 
data sources like POS.

The store-wide Wi-Fi analytics solution 
implemented by Walkbase was able to  
provide accurate, real-time conversion 
from fitting rooms to tills and other metrics 
like dwell times at the fitting areas.

The implemented service concept and staff 
changes did have a significant uplift on the 
conversion, cutting down basket abandon-
ment effectively.

With aggregate sales data, this effect 
would have been missed.
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TEST, MEASURE, CHANGE

Practically all of today’s digital  
marketing and customer engagement 
is based on the principle of testing, 
measuring and adjusting. Thanks to 
excellent measurability in the digital 
world, retailers and brands can eas-
ily launch and test new concepts, 
quickly measure the impacts, and, 
if successful, then implement the 
concepts across the chain.

IDENTIFY WHAT WORKS 
AND WHAT DOESN’T WORK

Benchmarking performance across 
time and also across the stores in 
the chain is a powerful approach to 
identifying the points where some-
thing is done in the right way and 
where things are going south. This 
enables deeper investigation and 
the identification of best practices 
and “malpractices”. The end result is 
improved general performance.

CONTINUOUS MONITORING 
AND OPTIMISATION

The better the store & chain manage-
ment is able to keep their fingers con-
tinuously on the ‘pulse’, the better the 
ability to react to anything that would 
indicate suboptimal performance. The 
principle of “managing by exception” has 
been proven successful: this refers to 
identifying deviations from the nor-
mal - both positive and negative - and 
understanding whether there’s some-
thing that could be harnessed for the 
general viability of the business. 

LEARN ABOUT  
BEHAVIOURAL PATTERNS

This one doesn’t need much to be 
justified. Information about be-
havioural patterns builds the platform 
for almost everything related to 
the shopping experience - from 
shopper marketing to the entire 
store concept. However, until lately, 
to understand in-store behaviour, 
retailers have had to rely on extensive 
and expensive one-off market re-
search studies.
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SEGMENTATION,  
PROFILING AND TARGETING

Understanding common patterns 
still forms the basis for effective 
marketing programs. Classic seg-
mentation based on demographics 
or lifestyle is losing its edge, while 
the continually evolving consum-
er behaviour is calling for even 
stronger means of segmentation 
based on actual in-store be-
haviour.

MEASURE THE IMPACT  
OF MARKETING 

A major share of all retail marketing 
efforts is expected to impact in-store 
shopping behaviour: shopper market-
ing, merchandising, in-store advertis-
ing, mass media marketing campaigns, 
and even localised online campaigns. 
To optimise the marketing ROI, it 
is critical to be able to measure the 
impact of such marketing activities 
precisely.

OTHER USE-CASES

Besides the ones listed above, there’s a plethora of useful ways to harness  
in-store analytics data to generate improved business results. To name a few:

 Ҍ Queue management
 Ҍ Optimising staff allocations
 Ҍ Tracking & managing assets like shopping carts
 Ҍ Collecting customer profiles
 Ҍ Triggering proximity marketing
 Ҍ Developing store & concession mix (shopping centres & dept. stores)



TOWARDS A UNIFIED SET OF KPIS FROM  
ONLINE AND PHYSICAL STORES
Taking a CxO perspective to retail analytics  
reveals one guiding principle - or wish - above 
all: to be able to manage and monitor the 
performance of all channels based on a unified, 
comparable set of KPIs. 

With modern in-store analytics tools, this is 
already possible, as exemplified by the following 
table which lists the most important web metrics 
and indicates whether it’s possible to measure 
the same aspects in physical stores.

online in-store online in-store

Total visits  
(site traffic) ü ü Conversion 

rate ü ü

Average time 
on site ü ü Average reve-

nue per visit ü ü

Time spent  
on section ü ü Number of 

orders ü ü

Unique visitors ü ü Average  
order value ü ü

New vs. re-
turning visitors ü ü Power hours ü ü

Page views  
per visit ü ü Traffic source ü ü

Capture rate (ü) ü Gross shop-
ping time ü ü

Bounce rate ü ü Cross- 
shopping ü ü

Abandonment 
rate ü ü Ad exposure ü ü
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This section presents a short  
comparison of the key sources of  
in-store analytics. The analysis is 
based on years of experience in 
testing and implementing multiple 
analytics technologies in retail stores.

Perhaps the most important factor 
contributing to Wi-Fi’s superiority is 
that it doesn’t require an app to be 
installed on customers’ smartphones 
in order to gather behavioural data 
or even to collect customer profiles 
and trigger proximity-based marketing 
messages based on customers’  
in-store location.

COMPARISON OF  
IN-STORE ANALYTICS 
SOURCES

03

Wi-Fi analytics
Footfall  

counters & 
cameras

Beacons, 
LED,  

Magnetic
POS

Surveys,  
observation

Includes >50% of visitors ü ü (ü)
1

Covers the entire store ü ü (ü)
1

(ü)

Analyses entire visits ü ü
2

(ü)

Data on repeat visits ü ü
2

(ü)
3

Sales transaction data ü

No app needed ü ü ü (ü)

Enables wayfinding ü ü

Proximity marketing ü ü

1 POS based analytics covers only those customers who bought something, and only those products that were actually bought. 
2 Requires an app to be running on device throughout each visit 
3 Only if a loyalty ID is associated with the purchases

OBVIOUS AS IT IS, WE AT WALKBASE OBJECTIVELY 
FIND WI-FI TO BE THE MOST VERSATILE IN-STORE 
TECHNOLOGY AT THE MOMENT IN TERMS OF IN-STORE 
ANALYTICS AND CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT.



THE IBEACON PROBLEM

The Bluetooth-based beacons, or iBeacons as Apple calls them, have 
been a hot, yet controversial topic among retailers. They are great for 
triggering functionality and notifications in a smartphone app as the 
user walks nearby. However, beacons are far from optimal as a source 
of customer analytics data from physical stores. Here’s why:

1. A dedicated App needs to be installed on the device and Bluetooth 
needs to be turned on. These factors alone mean that only a small 
proportion of the visitors can be included in the analytics in the first 
place.

2. Since beacons don’t transmit anything, the analytics data relies on 
the user’s data connection as well as data processing in the user’s 
device.

3. The maintenance of tens or hundreds of battery powered beacons 
per store can easily grow into a considerable manual effort.

4. Beacons are not very secure: it is relatively easy to record and repli-
cate the UUID or the Universally Unique Identifier that each beacon 
is transmitting. Combined Wi-Fi & Bluetooth sensors are usually able 
to overcome this issue.

Similar challenges generally apply to other technologies that rely on 
smartphone apps, such as LED and magnetic positioning.

EX
AM

PL
ES
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WI-FI ANALYTICS  
EXPLAINED04

1. Even if not connected, all Wi-Fi enabled devices continually send 
“ping” messages to detect available networks. This takes place in  

15-30 second intervals, depending on hardware.

2. Existing Wi-Fi access points and/or dedicated Wi-Fi sensors  
are being used to listen to the signals sent by smart devices.

3. Special algorithms use signal strength and other parameters to detect 
the presence and/or position of those Wi-Fi devices. Additional filtering 

algorithms are necessary to clean out static and staff devices, and to 
correct any deviations and errors in the observations.

4. With these observations, it is possible to analyse customers’ entire 
visits to retail stores -- which locations they visit and in which order, 

and how much do they spend time at each location.

5. This data forms the basis of dozens of metrics and  
KPIs based on actual customer behaviour, and real-time.
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With the ability to collect data on 
individual customers’ visits, the total 
amount of information to be meaning-
fully processed gets easily out of hand 
and beyond the capabilities of existing 
information systems. As noted above, 
for effective decision-making, it’s rarely 
necessary to understand each individu-
al visit thoroughly.

The best way to approach this  
analytical challenge is through what 
we call the three principal levels 
of in-store analytics. The more 
aggregate levels are great for 
management KPIs, monitoring 
performance, segmentation, and 
measuring the impact of layout 
changes and marketing. The most 
accurate level becomes handy 
when zooming into very specific 
behavioural patterns and research 
questions.

LEVEL 1: INSIDE STORE

Uses existing Wi-Fi access points to count the real-time number of smartphone 
enabled customers inside the store.

Works best for:
 Ҍ Small stores, cafes and restaurants
 Ҍ Chain stores in peripheral locations

THE THREE PRINCIPAL 
LEVELS OF ANALYSIS05
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LEVEL 2: ZONES & CATEGORIES

Uses dedicated sensors to count the number of smartphone enabled customers 
within each zone or product category.

Works best for:
 Ҍ Key high street locations
 Ҍ Groceries 

 Ҍ Large format stores
 Ҍ Department stores

LEVEL 3: EXACT INDOOR POSITION

Uses dedicated sensors in trilateration mode to determine the individual location 
of smartphone enabled customers.

Works best for:
 Ҍ Very large venues
 Ҍ Supermarkets 

 Ҍ Shopping centres
 Ҍ Airports



CHOOSING THE OPTIMAL LEVEL 
OF ANALYSIS

USE-CASE LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3

Passerby conversion / sales conversion ü

Category & zone level conversions ü

Analyse the impact of marketing cam-
paigns ü (ü)

Analyse the impact of shopper marketing ü

Layout changes & optimisation ü

Benchmark stores against each other (ü) ü

Repeat visits and loyalty patterns ü

Understand in-store patterns ü

Behavioural segmentation (ü) ü

Staff management ü

Asset tracking ü

Queue management ü

Measure & optimise in-store advertising ü

Heatmap analysis ü

Location based in-store marketing ü
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Wi-Fi is great for analysing customer 
behaviour throughout entire stores. 
It’s very accurate, it’s real time, and 
is able to analyse the repeat visits of 
the same customer. However, not all 
people carry smartphones or have 
Wi-Fi turned on. Door counters  
generally score better in terms of 
being able to count the absolute 
number of people entering a store¹. 
The downside of door counting is 
obviously that it isn’t able to produce 
any of the behavioural analytics or 
other benefits Wi-Fi produces.

In other words, the total visitor count 
obtained from Wi-Fi analytics very 
accurately follows the number ob-
tained from door counters. The ratio 
between the two is more or less 
constant - at least within the same 
region. 

EXTRAPOLATE WI-FI  
ANALYTICS TO ABSOLUTE 
NUMBERS
The most advanced in-store analytics 
solutions have built-in algorithms 
that use real-time data from door 
counters to extrapolate behavioural 
Wi-Fi analytics with the absolute 
number of visitors at any given 
data. At Walkbase, we call this True 
Count™. This represents the highest 
possible precision currently available 
in behavioural analytics data covering 
entire stores.

DOOR COUNTERS ARE 
NOT NEEDED IN ALL 
STORES
Given the fact that the Wi-Fi to Door 
counter ratios are relatively uniform 
within regions, it is possible to go 
even further. Walkbase True Count™ 
uses special, proprietary algorithms 
to extrapolate Wi-Fi data to absolute 
levels in every store with the need 
for door counters to be installed 
in just a few stores per region. The 
method is statistically very accurate, 
and it entails that door counters are 
only needed in a fraction of stores.

COMBINING WI-FI AND 
DOOR COUNTER DATA06

HOWEVER, WI-FI ANALYSIS DOES HAVE A VERY 
HIGH CORRELATION WITH DOOR COUNTS.

1 Wi-Fi analytics is typically able to detect 50 - 70% of all actual visitors. Door counters typically include 95 - 98% 
  of actual visitors in the counts provided.



TRUE COUNT™ IN A NUTSHELL

• Wi-Fi analytics is provides detailed analytics  
of in-store behaviour and loyalty patterns.

• However, Wi-Fi is not able to include everyone in  
the analysis - not all have smartphones or Wi-Fi turned on.

• True Count™ uses door counter data to extrapolate  
Wi-Fi analytics to absolute visitor counts.

• Thanks to special algorithms using regional constants,  
door counters are only needed in a fraction of stores  
to give accurate numbers in all stores.

EX
AM

PL
ES
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1USE-CASES DICTATE  
THE SOLUTION SET-UP

Perhaps the most important thing 
to think about is what  the intended 
use-cases for in-store analytics are.  
Is it just about getting data for a 
specific one-off research question, 
or is the aim to build an in-store 
analytics capability that matches that 
of the online stores?

2EXISTING WI-FI VS.  
DEDICATED SENSORS

Using existing Wi-Fi access points is 
sufficient for Level 1 analytics.  
This is an easy option as no hardware 
installations are needed, and the 
necessary setup can be performed 
over the internet. However, if you’re 
after level 2 or 3 analytics, dedicated 
sensors are almost always needed.

3INTEGRATING MULTIPLE 
DATA SOURCES

Visitor behaviour data is useful on 
its own, but it becomes even more 
powerful when it’s synchronised with 
other sources of retail store data. 
Advanced analytics solutions have 
rich support for integrations with 
3rd party systems such as POS, door 
counters, BI, staffing. An API-based 
platform architecture generally makes 
such integrations most effective.

4REAL-TIME DATA  
PROCESSING

Many traditional counting solutions 
and even some of the Wi-Fi analytics 
solutions do not process data in real 
time but rather in batches so that 
analytics becomes available post hoc. 
However, given today’s needs for 
on-the-moment engagement and 
optimisation, it is critical to choose 
solutions that are based on real-time 
data processing.

THINGS TO CONSIDER WHEN 
COMPARING ALTERNATIVES 
AND PLANNING DEPLOYMENT

07
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5SENSOR  
CONNECTIVITY

When dedicated Wi-Fi sensors are 
to be used, connectivity for analyt-
ics data transmission is required.  
Generally, the optimal solution is a 
mesh network that is automatically 
created between multiple sensors. 
Thus, only a few sensors need to 
be actually connected to the inter-
net. Other connectivity options are 
using an existing Wi-Fi network, or 
ethernet connections.

6REMOTE MAINTENANCE, 
RESETTING AND UPDATES

With fleets of sensors to be moni-
tored and maintained, it is critical to 
ensure that all monitoring, resetting 
and firmware updates can be con-
ducted remotely over the internet.

7WI-FI AND BLUETOOTH  
BEACONS COMBINED

If it is possible that apps and custom-
er engagement based on Bluetooth 
Beacons will be implemented, it is 
advisable to adopt a solution that 
combines Wi-Fi and Bluetooth in the 
same hardware units. This overcomes 
the challenge of replacing Beacon 
batteries, gives more manageability 
and enables critical security func-
tions.

8BEACON SECURITY 
AND MANAGEMENT

One of the challenges of beacons is 
that it’s relatively easy to record the 
UUID the beacons are transmitting. 
A hacker could easily set up a cloned 
Beacon in his living room.  
A Wi-Fi-based Beacon management 
system adds security options to pre-
vent this, in addition to the remote 
monitoring and administration of the 
installed base of Beacons. 

THE FIVE DIMENSIONS OF ACCURACY

1. Temporal: Is the cleaned analytics data available 
in real time, are observation time-stamps specific 
enough, and are dwell times measured accurately?

2. Inside/outside: How accurately does the system 
detect whether people are inside or outside  
the store?

3. Zonal: How reliably can we detect a person within  
a particular zone?

4. Positioning: What’s the accuracy of providing  
the exact location of a person? 

5. Data validity: How correctly does the system  
measure actual customers and clean out staff,  
static devices, and any non-reliable observations?
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9REPORTING AND DATA 
EXPORT

Many available Wi-Fi analytics  
systems have simple visual dashboards. 
However, automatic and customisable 
email reports are usually a necessity if 
the aim is to use in-store analytics for 
managerial decision-making properly. 
Also, not every form of analysis can be 
built onto dashboards, so it is critical to 
have easy data export for any further 
investigation in 3rd party data analysis 
tools. 

10ASSET TRACKING AND 
STAFF MANAGEMENT

Tracking assets and analysing shop-
ping trolleys and other in-store 
equipment may be an useful addition 
to customer analytics. Similarly, both 
customer and staff analytics can be 
effectively used for optimising staff-
ing allocations and the service con-
cept according to customer needs. 
It is advisable to find out whether a 
particular solution supports these 
functions.

11ADMINISTRATION 
TOOLS

Using the dashboard, getting email 
reports and exporting data is one 
thing, but a robust, chain-wide 
implementation of Wi-Fi analytics 
requires appropriate admin tools to 
keep the system fully functional at 
all times. Such admin tools should 
include features such as deployment 
planning & configuration, real-time 
monitoring and management of IoT 
components such as Wi-Fi sensors 
and beacons, rich user and site man-
agement, and so forth.

12PRIVACY AND  
SECURITY

For all anonymous analytics, it is 
critical that no private information or 
identification data can be collected 
or stored. Thus the Wi-Fi analytics 
solution needs to have robust en-
cryption and MAC address hashing 
capability. The possibility to opt out 
needs to be easily accessible at all 
times. 
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13SMARTPHONE  
ENGAGEMENT AND 

PROXIMITY MARKETING
Besides analysing behaviour, retailers 
are increasingly adopting solutions 
to trigger personalised offers and 
marketing messages to customers 
based on their in-store behaviour 
and location. Just like in the online 
world, such personalised marketing 
works best with rich contextual infor-
mation, i.e. customer analytics data. 
This is why many retailers choose 
solutions with both in-store analytics 
and engagement functions, and with 
features like a mobile SDK, beacon 
management, campaign creation and 
messaging rules engine.  

14END-TO-END  
INSTALLATION  

PLANNING & PROJECT MGMT

With large scale deployments  
(50 stores or more), it becomes 
critical that everything is planned 
systematically and with appropriate 
configuration tools to ensure uniform 
quality and maximum uptime at all 
locations. 

15DATA ANALYSIS  
AND CONSULTING 

SERVICES
Very often basic store analysis  
points out peculiarities that require 
additional drill-down analysis.  
Similarly, special initiatives, exter-
nal events, or other extraordinary 
situations often require analysis that is 
beyond standard dashboard reporting. 
This requires a special database and 
separate statistical work which some 
solution providers offer as a part of the 
service.

16CERTIFIED  
INSTALLATION 

PARTNERS
With large deployments, to ensure 
everything ends up running smoothly, 
it is advisable to choose solution 
providers that have certified instal-
lation partners who are trained in 
planning, installing, and setting up 
the system properly.
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CHOOSING THE RIGHT SOLUTION

 դ Are you looking to get data for a 
specific research question, or seeking 
to have online-grade analytics from 
physical stores?

 դ Is level 1 analytics sufficient or is there 
a need to deploy additional sensors 
to achieve levels 2 or 3 (see pages 
12-13)?

 դ Is it only about analytics, or is there  
a need to send personalised marketing 
messages based on customer’s  
in-store location?

FEATURES AND FUNCTIONALITY

 դ Is analytics data collected and pro-
cessed in real time?

 դ Does the solution include versatile re-
porting options, including dashboard, 
email reporting and data export?

 դ Does the solution support asset  
tracking and staff management?

 դ Does the solution support  
smartphone engagement with both 
Wi-Fi and Bluetooth Beacons?

 դ Does the solution support social login 
to Wi-Fi?

WHAT’S UNDER THE HOOD?

 դ How does the solution perform on all 
five dimensions of accuracy: temporal,  
inside/outside, zonal, positioning, and 
validity?

 դ Are there APIs to access analytics data 
from 3rd party systems?

 դ Are necessary data integrations 
supported (POS, footfall counters, BI, 
staffing, etc.)? 

 դ Does the solution enable sensor moni-
toring and updates over the network?

 դ Does the solution support different 
sensor connectivity options (Wi-Fi, 
mesh and fixed)?

 դ Does the solution support Beacon 
security and maintenance over Wi-Fi?

 դ Does the solution include rich admin 
tools for enterprise grade deployment, 
monitoring and maintenance?

 դ Does the solution have robust security 
and privacy protection, including data 
hashing and the possibility to opt out?

SERVICE

 դ Does the solution provider offer end-
to-end installation planning & project 
management?

 դ Does the solution provider offer 
advanced data analysis and consulting 
services?

 դ Does the solution provider have  
certified installation partners?

BUYER’S CHECKLIST FOR  
WI-FI ANALYTICS08
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1. Wi-Fi is generally the most versatile technology for providing online-matching 
retail analytics from physical stores. It also offers a very good capability to build 
location based customer engagement without the need for developing and 
installing apps.

2. Exact positioning is rarely needed for in-store analytics.  
It is more about tracking specific conversions, recognising common behavioural 
patterns, optimising performance, and analysing the impact of marketing and 
change events. 

3. The solution setup should be designed based on key use-cases.  
Level 2 analytics is almost always required, but there’s often a share of stores 
where Level 1 is sufficient. Also store type and requirements for customer 
engagement have an effect.

4. Combining multiple sources of data is more efficient and precise.  
As discussed above, it is often beneficial to integrate door counters and POS 
data to Wi-Fi analytics. 

5. The quality of data equals the quality of decisions.  
Ultimately, the purpose of analytics is to improve management and decision-
making, and thus contribute to growth and profitability. As they say, “the better 
you can measure, the better you can manage”.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION09
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ABOUT WALKBASE
Walkbase is the leading in-store analytics and marketing solution for retailers. 
Just like web analytics platforms have revolutionised the online shopping  
experience, Walkbase provides the same level of measurability and smartphone 
enabled personalisation to brick-and-mortar stores.

Based on indoor location technology, the platform provides real-time analytics 
on customers’ habits so the same level of personalisation can apply in brick-and-
mortar as it does online. It analyses in-store customer patterns, measures and 
optimises the impact of marketing on physical stores, engages customers with 
personalised in-store marketing, and links the online and offline customer jour-
neys together.


